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haviour, and give explicit permission to restrict language
features to improve performance, predictability or correctness. At the 8th International Real Time Ada Workshop,
a concurrency model was developed called the Ravenscar
Tasking Model [DB98] [WB97] which could make the veri cation of tasks in Ada a reality.

Abstract

The de nition of the Ravenscar Tasking Pro le for Ada 95
provides a de nition of a tasking runtime system with deterministic behaviour and low enough complexity to permit a
formal description and veri cation of the model. A complete
run-time system is being modeled using the real-time model
checker Uppaal, and this work describes the handling of
delay until. Since scheduling is not yet modelled a simple
non-preemptive scheduler has been used when verifying the
delay queue.

2 The Ravenscar Pro le

The Ravenscar model eliminates nearly all of the Ada tasking constructs that contain implementation dependencies
and unspeci ed behaviour. The speci cation of the Ravenscar tasking model signi cantly advances the way of proving concurrent programs in that one can also prove that the
tasking runtime system correctly implements the model.
To date there has been one implementation, Raven
[DB98], of the Ravenscar model. This implementation can
be certi ed in conjunction with an application program, but
there has not yet been any attempts to formally analyse either the kernel itself, or an application using this kernel. In
Raven some emphasis is put on suspension objects, which
ts very well into the Ravenscar model.
There has been some previous work done to formally
verify di erent run-time systems e.g. [Tol95] [Hut94]. The
development process described in [FW97] attempts to capture all of the temporal properties of a preemptive kernel,
and show how an implementation of them can be developed.
The formal development of the kernel is done for a simple
real-time operating system, designed to support a restricted
Ada 95 tasking model. The kernel is speci ed using the
logic of the Prototype Veri cation System (PVS) [CO+ 95],
with the temporal properties of the system expressed using Real-Time Logic (RTL) [JM86] embedded in PVS. The
work is based on a previous work on specifying real-time
kernels [FW96], the used subset of Ada is similar to the
Ravenscar pro le.

1 Introduction

High Integrity systems traditionally do not make use of highlevel language features such as concurrency. This is in spite
of the fact that such systems are inherently concurrent. The
traditional approach has been to declare concurrency to be
a system issue, and to develop alternative methods, such as
cyclic executive approaches to solve concurrency issues. The
net result has been the creation of non-cohesive systems that
are very diÆcult to analyse, let alone attempt any formal
proofs of correctness.
The static properties of the Ada language, the strong
typing facilities, and the relatively few occurances of implementation-dependent and unspeci ed behaviour can help in
the development of provably correct programs in Ada. Indeed the existence of SPARK [Bar97], AVA [Smi92] and
Penelope [GMP90] for Ada 83 showed that this was possible,
although the proof technologies and Ada 83 itself made the
provable subset somewhat limited. It is also common belief
that these proof methodologies could be extended to Ada
tasks if a suÆciently predictable and precise tasking subset
was speci ed.
Ada 95 introduce a number of new tasking-related capabilities that improve the speci cation of concurrent be This

2.1 Ravenscar Limitations
One of the major capabilities that the Ravenscar model adds
to high integrity concurrent systems is a deterministic intertask communication and synchronisation capability. This
capability is provided by a \limited" form of Protected Objects (PO). The Ravenscar Pro le limits Protected Objects
and tasking in several ways that dramatically simplify PO
behaviour, and in conjunction with restrictions on tasks, virtually all of the non-deterministic behaviour in an Ada Run
Time System (RTS) are eliminated.
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Besides the two main features, limited forms of tasks and
POs, in the Ravenscar Pro le, there are the delay until, support for user de ned interrupts and a preemptive scheduler
using a priority ceiling protocol as per Annex D (Real-Time
Systems) [ARM95].

One important factor for choosing Uppaal is that Upis based on the theory of Timed Automata (TA), and
these timed automata allow lower and upper time limits to
be speci ed for transitions in the state machines. This feature allow for modelling a complete systems with not only
its state transitions but also the execution times in the application tasks. The lower limit can be taken from the Best
Case Execution Time (BCET) and the upper limit from the
Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) of the tasks.
Out of the basic kernel operations, a previous paper
[LAM99] described and analysed the Protected Object. This
paper describes a model of the delay queue. The model is
complete, but in order to do the veri cation there is a need
for a scheduler. The tests in this paper are performed with
a very simple non-preemptive model of the scheduler. The
design of a fully prioritized scheduler that implements the
priority ceiling and inheritance protocol has been completed
and published in a technical report [LA99].
paal

2.2 A Ravenscar-compliant Ada Run Time System
The restrictions imposed by the Ravenscar pro le on an Ada
Run Time System, gives a simpli ed kernel. The computational model that the kernel supports is made up of a xed
set of concurrently executing tasks, which can communicate
asynchronously by means of Protected Objects. Each task
should be structured as an in nite loop within which is a
single invocation event. This is either a call to delay until
or a call to a protected entry. Periodic tasks can be implemented by using the delay until, allowing a task to suspend
itself until a xed point in the future.

3 The

Uppaal

Tool Box

is a tool box for modelling [LPY97], simulation and
veri cation of real-time systems, based on constraint-solving
and on-the- y techniques, developed jointly by Uppsala University and Aalborg University. It is appropriate for systems
that can be modelled as a collection of non-deterministic
processes with nite control structure and real-valued clocks,
communicating through channels and (or) shared variables.
Uppaal consists of three main parts: a description language, a simulator, and a model-checker. The description
language is a non-deterministic guarded command language
with data types. It serves as a modelling or design language
to describe system behaviour as networks of timed automata
extended with data variables. The simulator and the modelchecker are designed for interactive and automated analysis
of system behaviour by manipulating and solving constraints
that represent the state-space of a system description. The
simulator enables examination of possible dynamic executions of a system during early modelling or design stages
and thus provides an inexpensive mean of fault detection
prior to veri cation by the model-checker which covers the
exhaustive dynamic behaviour of the system.
There has been some previous work concerning Ada and
Uppaal [Bjo95], where the relation between the Ada tasking model and the formal model timed automata is given,
and also some guidelines for translating Ada tasking constructs into timed automata and vice versa.
Uppaal

Figure 1: Control- ows between Protected Objects, the Delay Queue and the Scheduler.
There are ve basic kernel operations, corresponding to
the four operations that the application can invoke (i.e. call
to a protected procedure, protected entry, protected function, or a delay until operation). The fth kernel operation is
response to external interrupts. Figure 1 shows some of the
control ows between Protected Objects, the delay queue
and the scheduler. For all four application operations there
is a decision taken by the scheduler which task to run, indicated as 'continue' in gure 1. The External Interrupts
has not yet been modelled and are not included in gure 1.
The three calls to the PO, and a formal model of a PO is
described in [LAM99], and the delay until is described in
this paper.

3.1 Timed Automata and Uppaal
A timed automaton (TA) [AD90] is a nite automaton
[HU79] extended with time by adding real-valued clocks to
each automaton, and for each transition adding guards as
enabling conditions. A system model in Uppaal consists of
a collection of timed automata modelling the nite control
structures of the system. In addition the model uses a nite
set of clocks and integer variables.
Consider the model in gure 2. The model consists of 2
components, A and B, with control nodes A0, A1, A2 and
B0, B1, B2, and uses two clocks x, y, and one channel c.
The edges of the automata are decorated with three types
of optional labels;

2.3 The Mana-project
The Mana-project is aimed at developing and modeling a
complete Ravenscar-compliant Ada Run-Time System (RTS)
using formal development methodologies. The tool used for
proving the correctness of the RTS by formal description
and formal veri cation is Uppaal [LPY97]. Uppaal is still
under development, and the Mana-project is working close
with its development team.
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A guard, expressing a condition on the values of clocks
and integer variables that must be satis ed in order for
the edge to be taken. For example, the edge between

A
A

A0
A0
(x<=10)
(x<=10)

B
B

Config
Config

x>=2,
x>=2, c!,
c!, x:=0
x:=0

x>=5
x>=5

i:=1
i:=1
y>=4,
y>=4, c?,
c?, y:=0
y:=0
B0
B0
(y<=6)
(y<=6)

clock
clock x,
x, y;
y;
int
int i;i;
chan
chan c;
c;
system
system A,
A, B;
B;

A2
A2

A1
A1

i:=i+1
i:=i+1
B2
B2

B1
B1

Figure 2: An example Uppaal model.

A synchronisation action, which is performed when the
edge is taken. In gure 2, the two processes may communicate via the channel c. When the edge is taken
the action c! is performed thus insisting in synchronisation with B on the complementary action c?. That
is for A to take the edge between A0 and A1, automaton B must simultaneously be able to take the edge
from B0 to B1.

We start with an overview of the components and their interaction via channels and shared variables. The modelling
of the delay queue and its environment is separated into 4
di erent parts. The model of the queue (Queue), the system
clock (Clock), a simpli ed model of a scheduler (Scheduler)
and the tasks in the system (T). Figure 3 shows a ow-graph
of the resulting model. Nodes represent automata, edges
represent synchronisation channels, and clocks are shown in
italics.

A number of clock resets and assignments to integer
variables. In gure 2, the clock x is reset to 0 when
the transition between A0 and A1 is taken, similarly
the integer variable i is increased by one whenever the
transitions between nodes B1 and B2 is taken.

Queue

T3
T1T2
Q

Resume

QE

Scheduler

Sync

Tau3
Tau2
Tau1

In addition to this, the control nodes may be decorated
with invariants. Invariants are conditions expressing constraints on clock values in order for control to remain in a
particular node. For example, in gure 2, control can only
remain in A0 as long as the value of x is less than 10. The
initial state of an automaton is indicated graphically by a
double circled node.
To prevent a network of automata from delaying in a
situation where two components are already able to synchronise, a channel may be declared as being urgent, i.e. as
soon as it can be taken, no further delay is allowed before
communication takes place.
In order to model atomicity of a transition sequence in an
automaton, i.e. without time delay or interleaving of transitions in other automata, a state can be marked as being
a committed state1 . For example the atomicity of the action sequence Resume?Suspend?Q! in the task automaton,
gure 6, is achieved by insisting that the committed locations in between must be left in zero time.

Clock
Clk

Figure 3: A Flow-Graph of the Delay Queue and its Environment.
In the following subsections we give a detailed description
of the clocks, variables and automata of the system.
4.1 Clocks
Two di erent clocks are used to model the system clock and
the WCET for the task.
Clk Models the system time. Once every Time Unit (i.e.
when Clk==1) the value of variable Time will be in-

creased by one, gure 5.

3.2 New Features in Uppaal98
There has been a number of improvements in Uppaal98
compared to the version of Uppaal used in our previous
work [LAM99]. New features used in this paper are an array of integers (DQ), and a template automaton (T). Through
instantiating a template automaton it is possible to get a
variable number of automata. Finally there has been a major revision of the graphical interface, which makes the job
of modelling complex systems easier.
1A

Uppaal

Elab



4 Formalisation of a Delay Queue in

Suspend



and A1 can only be taken when the value of the
clock x is greater than or equals 2.
A0

Tau Every task, gure 6, has its own Tau-clock which is used

to model that task's WCET.

4.2 Variables and Arrays
DUntil A task is blocked from further execution until the
speci ed expiration time (DUntil) is reached.
DQ The array used to model the delay queue. Every task in

the system has an unique place in this array where its
delay until time is stored.

committed state is graphically indicated by a dot in the middle

of the node.
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Go A variable used only to make sure that a task does not

start executing before all system elaborations are done.

i Index number in the array DQ.
j When searching through the array DQ, this variable is used

to keep track of the task with the shortest/closest delay
until time.

len How many tasks are at the moment queued in the delay

queue.

Figure 5: The Clock Automaton.

max A variable used to make sure that the array index never
exceeds the array size. max has the value of one less

To get an automaton the template automaton in gure 6, should be instantiated as e.g. T1 := T(Delay1,
PidNo1, Temp1, 28, 1, 8, Tau1), which gives a task
with id number 1, delay until 28, and a WCET of 8.

than the maximum number of tasks in the system.

Pid Id of the queued task with the shortest delay until time.
PidNo Every task has a unique number (Process id number).

Queue The Queue automaton in gure 7 can be partitioned
into two parts. Nodes S2 to S4 handling queueing of
tasks, and nodes S5 to S10 handling the releasing of
tasks.
After elaboration, synchronising on channel Elab the
automaton is waiting at node S1 until a task makes
delay until. The rst task to make delay until will
synchronise with Q (node Queue.S2) and set t to its
delay until time, set Pid to its id number, and return
to node S1. The next task to make a delay until will
also synchronise with Q, this time ending up in state
Queue.S4. If the new tasks delay until time is smaller
than the active time (t), the active task will be queued,
and the variables t and Pid will be assigned the new
tasks DUntil and PidNo. If the new tasks delay until
time is later than the active time, this new task will
be queued and we return to state S1 again.
As soon as the delay until of the active task agrees
with the variable Time that task should be removed
from the queue and the queued task with the shortest
delay time should be found. If the active task is the
only one in the queue the task is at node S5 removed
from the queue, and synchronisation with the task on
channel QE takes place. If there are tasks queued, the
active task will be removed, synchronise on QE at state
S6 and there after going through the array in order
to nd the task with the shortest delay time. When
found, the variables t and Pid are instantiated and
we are back at state S1. If there are more than one
task with the same delay until time, they will all be
removed from the queue at the same time (since all
states S5 to S10 are committed states).

PE Variable used to guarantee that the correct task is re-

leased when a delay

t The shortest

queued.

until

delay until

time is reached.

time of all tasks at the moment

Time The value of Time

t represents the real time interval
that start with t Time Unit and ends with (t +1)
Time Unit. Time Unit is the time taken by the clock
Clk to get the value of 1.

4.3 System Model
To model and test the delay queue a system with four different automata is needed.
Scheduler The automaton for the simple non-preemptive
scheduler, gure 4 has two channels Resume and Suspend. Both channels are urgent channels, which means
that as soon as the processor is free, and there is a
task ready to execute, the task will synchronise with
the Scheduler on channel Resume. Only one task at
the moment can execute. When a task has nished
executing, it synchronises on channel Suspend.

Figure 4: The Scheduler Automaton.

5 Validation and Veri cation of the Model

In this section we formalise informal requirements to test the
modelled queue, and prove correctness using the symbolic
model-checker of Uppaal.
Uppaal is able to check for reachability properties
[LPY97], in particular whether certain combinations of controlnodes and constraints on clock and data variables are
reachable from an initial con guration. The properties that
can be analysed are of the forms:

Clock The Clock automaton, gure 5, models the system
clock and the variable Time, and also makes a number
of initialisations/elaborations. The state Stop is only
needed to make veri cations stop, and has been chosen
to be at Time==150.
Task A suspended task will be suspended at node S3, gure 6. When the task is removed from the delay queue
it gets suspended at node S4 until the processor is free
and the task will synchronise on channel Resume and
stay at node S5 for the time corresponding to that
tasks WCET. As soon as the task has nished executing, it synchronises on Sync, calculates a new delay until time, gets queued, and suspends at node S3.

' ::= 82 j 93
::= a j 1 ^ 2 j :
Where a is an atomic formula being either an atomic
clock/data constraint or a component location. Atomic clock
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Figure 6: The Task Automaton.

Figure 7: The Queue Automaton.
or data constraints are either integer bounds on individual
clock/data variables, or integer bounds on di erences of two
clock/data variables.
Intuitively, for 82 to be satis ed all reachable states
must satisfy . Dually, for 93 to be satis ed some reachable state must satisfy .
The rst property to show is that when a task T, gure 6,
reaches node S4 (i.e. when the task is removed from the
queue and ready for rescheduling), the variable Time will
always be larger than what the tasks delay until time was.
This is formulated by the following three logical statements.

can be at state
follows;

T.S5

at the same time. This is stated as

A[] (T1.S5 imply not(T2.S5 or T3.S5))
A[] (T2.S5 imply not(T1.S5 or T3.S5))
A[] (T3.S5 imply not(T1.S5 or T2.S5))

5.1 Veri cation Results
The 6 properties mentioned above have all been veri ed using Uppaal and when the model checker is invoked it for all
6 properties returns

A[] (T1.S4 imply
((Time > Delay1) or (Time == Delay1)))
A[] (T2.S4 imply
((Time > Delay2) or (Time == Delay2)))
A[] (T3.S4 imply
((Time > Delay3) or (Time == Delay3)))

checked A[] (T1.S4 imply ((Time
(Time
Requirement is satisfied
checked A[] (T2.S4 imply ((Time
(Time
Requirement is satisfied
...

The second property is that never more than one task
can execute at the same time, i.e. at most one of the tasks

> Delay1) or
== Delay1)))
> Delay2) or
== Delay2)))

That is all six logical statements are satis ed.
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works show that it is feasable to model the complete runtime system of the Ravenscar subset of Ada 95. In both
[LAM99] and this work there are no restrictions on the functionality of either the Protected Objects or the Delay Queue.
Still the cpu-time to do the veri cations only take roughly
one second to compute on a pentium-class processor.
The complexity is thus low enough to encourage future
extensions of the model. How this complexity will increase
by adding more functionality is not known, but the goal of
the Mana project is to have full functionality of a Ravenscarcompliant Run-Time System in conjunction with a moderate
sized application program.
The next natural step to take is to make the model of
the kernel complete with a priority sensitive scheduler using
the Immediate Ceiling Priority Inheritance Protocol, and
handling of interrupts. The new model of the kernel should
also be veri ed together with a more complex application.

5.2 Extended Test of the Model

There is no way of showing properties for a general number
of tasks in Uppaal, and indeed not in any other approach
based on model checking. We can not make a statement that
the delay queue model is valid for any other number of tasks
than the three used in the model above. As an experiment
we have created a model with 10 tasks. The same kind of
tests as above are made, and also this time all properties are
satis ed.
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